
Gut Job 

(A Charm City Elegy) 

 

A day after someone comes to reclaim the hospital bed, two days after the oil 

tank is ripped from the concrete out back, the demo guys arrive.  

They tumble out of girlfriends’ cars, they shuffle from the bus stop with wide 

gaits and wrinkled lunch bags tight in their fists. They lounge on marble steps 

and smoke the day’s first or maybe its second, as high heels clop by like 

ponies and a lady in pajamas plucks her dog’s shit out of the flowering weeds 

in the curb.  

I never met the man who died in the house. But on my evening walks in the 

autumn and winter, before the drapes were resealed, his hospital bed would 

appear in the window, gently inclined away from the world, luminous in the 

ethereal glow of a light I couldn’t see. From this vantage, the bed’s metal 

intestines were on display, its hoists and its coils, the sharp edges of the sheet 

thrusting through a perfect lattice of wire. Stolen and discomforting, the 

scene played like an advanced showing of the inglorious end that awaits, 

patient as a hawk on a telephone pole.  

It is likely he made his whole life in the house. The flanking neighbors sure 

have. The sun-warped décor, pots full of faded fake flowers, a practice of 

standing in the screen door like department store displays: these things set 

them apart from the new-moneyed new neighbors, millennials who are 

choosing this street for its proximity to purveyors of bottomless mimosas. Not 

for those marble steps, once talismans of prosperity; they’re too slick when it 

rains.  

The demo guys cover them with plywood, to protect the valuable rock from 

the endless torrent of chucked stuff. Dark paneling, eaten-up trim, rusty 

faucets and flamingo-pink tiles, lead pipes, errant bricks. They slam in the 

back of the dump truck so hard that, five houses down, the coffee quivers in 



its mug. Distracted now, I rest my chin on hard knuckles. I consider my 

bookshelves, the jacket I wear for job interviews, a bison vertebrae purloined 

from out west. An evidence locker of my existence, for my own unwinnable 

case.   

So I walk paid bills to the mailbox on the corner, on the sidewalk stepping 

around a dog bed, an ironing board, curtains climbed on by purple and blue 

hydrangeas—items so soaked through with life they are now worthless to 

anyone living. Above me, dust shoots from the windows like flour from under 

a ball of wet dough. It flows in a current down the street before it remarries 

the atmosphere: exhaust fumes and dryer-sheet vapors and heavy sighs from 

the bar on the next block.  

In the black-socket windows, one of the guys carves through layers of 

wallpapers like a scalpel through skin, in patterns that betray bad taste and 

better intentions, that were lit up, I think, by ten thousand editions of the 5 

o’clock news, by heat lightning in August and cops in pursuit. By the 

afternoon sun as every day it slinked down the alley, another few hours 

tucked under its arm.  

Upon my retreat, the surgeon appears in the doorway, wearing a sweat-

soaked bandana and respirator necklace. Darkening this stranger’s threshold, 

like some apparition of futility. He wipes his hands on his pants, filthy from 

preforming an extinction. As he lights up a smoke we share a glance then a 

nod. Two strangers, two beasts, for a moment complicit in the strange and 

dirty business of survival.  
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